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Abstract: We continue the study of the convergence of dynamic iteration methods by applying them to linear DAE 
systems. We show that convergence rate can be studied by similar means as for ODE’s and that it is critical for 
convergence to preserve the structure of the DAE system when it is split for the iteration. 
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1. Introduction 
In the numerical solution of large dynamical systems it has turned out to be advantageous to 
use iterations in time domain with the aid of parallel computers. In such method the system is 
decomposed into smaller subsystems each of which is integrated numerically with its own 
processor reading inputs from other subsystems from the earlier iteration. If these subsystems are 
loosely coupled and a good starting value for the iteration is available then the computing time 
may reduce significantly. The background of the method is in electrical network simulation, see 
[9], [13], and it is known there as waveform relaxation. 
We started to study the convergence properties of such methods applied to a linear initial 
value problem _% + Ax =f, x(0) = x0 as a model problem [7]. The effect of time discretization 
with linear multistep methods was combined to these results in [8]. This paper is essentially a 
generalization of [7] in the sense that we bring a coefficient matrix B to multiply f in the 
previous model problem so that allowing B be singular we actually have a differential/algebraic 
system. We show that the asymptotic convergence rate can be studied with similar tools as for 
pure ODE’s and discuss some special features of DAE systems. 
Section 2 contains a brief review of the theory of matrix pencils. We give the dynamic iteration 
scheme and the main results for studying its convergence in Section 3. In Section 4 we show that 
the nilpotent structure in KCF should not be destroyed when the matrix B is split. In Section 5 
we apply a reduction algorithm to the DAE system we are iterating and show that it does not 
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change convergence properties. Finally Section 6 gives convergence results which are generaliza- 
tions of those obtained in [7]. 
2. Background 
Consider the linear initial-value problem 
BA+Ax=f, x(0) =x0, (Ia, b) 
where A and B are n x n-matrices. If B is nonsingular then (la) consists of linear differential 
equations, but if B is allowed to be singular we have a differential/algebraic equation system 
whose behavior can be understood from the matrix pencil (B, A). For details we refer to [3], [12], 
[lo], [4], here we only shortly review the basic theory. 
System (la) is called solvable iff on bounded time intervals for all sufficiently smooth input 
functions f ( t ), there exist solutions to (la), and for equal initial values the solutions are identical. 
Solvability of (la) is equal to 
det(AB+A)fO, XEC. (2) 
If (2) holds then the matrix pencil (B, A) is called regular and there exist nonsingular matrices P 
and Q which transform BA + A into the form 
‘I+hH, \ 
I+XH, 
P(AB + A)Q = (3) 
I+AH, 
J+XI 
where I denotes identity matrix and Hi nilpotent matrices consisting of Jordan blocks 
‘0 1 \ 
0 -. 
1 
\ 0, 
of the corresponding size. (3) is the Kronecker canonical form of (B, A), since for regular pencils 
the three other types of blocks in the general representation of KCF [3] do not occur. Thus (la) 
can be transformed into 
W, +Y, =fi, ,‘z+JYz=fi, (4a, b) 
where we have combined Hi’s into H and denoted 
and Pf= 
fi [ 1 f2 . 
The original system is now split into two independent parts where the number of components in 
y, and y2 are equal to the sizes of the matrices H and J, respectively. Here H corresponds to the 
infinite and J to the finite eigenvalues of the matrix pencil. 
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The solution of (4) is 
m--l 
y&) = c (-l)‘Hy;‘)(t), 
i=O 
(5a) 
Y&) = e -jJyzO + ife(‘-‘)‘fl (s) ds, (5b) 
where m is such that H”-’ # 0, H” = 0 and is called the index of nilpotency of system (la). If 
H is empty (0 X O-matrix) then the index is defined to be m = 0 and (1) is an ordinary 
initial-value problem. 
Note that saying “f sufficiently smooth” in the definition of solvability is implied by (5a) and 
actually f E C” guarantees the existence of it(t). 
As we are interested in solving (1) on an infinite time interval [0, co) we formulate the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let the system (la) be solvable and have index m. If 
det(AB+A) #O for Re X20. 
then the solutions of (la) exist for all f E C” and are bounded on t E [0, co). 
(6) 
Proof. The equivalence between solvability and condition (2) is proved in [12]. Thus (6) implies 
solvability of (la) and we need to prove only the boundedness of solutions. Since 
det( P( hB + A)Q) = det P det( XB + A) det Q, 
det( AB + A) and det( P( X B + A)Q) vanish for the same values of X. On the other hand, 
det(P(XB+A)Q) =det(l+gXH ’ 
J+XI 
1 
=det(I+XH) det(J+XI)=det(J+XI) 
since det( I + X H) = 1 because of the structure of H. Thus det( h B + A) vanish only for those X 
that are eigenvalues of -J. Now it is easy to see that condition (6) implies that the eigenvalues of 
J have positive real parts and (5b) gives bounded solutions. 0 
Remark. If the algebraic and differential parts can be identified then only those components of f 
corresponding to the algebraic part need to be C”. For the components which correspond to the 
differential part Co is sufficient as is readily seen from (4) and (5). 
Lemma 2. If (la) is solvable (on bounded time intervals) and det( X B + A) = 0 for some A with 
Re X > 0 then the solutions of (la) are not bounded on t E [0, 00). 
Proof. As in the preceding proof we conclude that if det( X0 B + A) = 0 then also det( J + X,1) = 0 
and thus J has an eigenvalue with negative real part. But then the solution given by (5b) cannot 
be bounded for arbitrary initial value yzo. 0 
If B in (la) is singular then some of the initial conditions may be inconsistent and (1) has no 
solution. This motivates the definition of admissible initial value. For (la) x0 is called admissible 
initial value for f(t) if and only if there exists a Cl-function x(t) satisfying (1). 
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3. Dynamic iteration method 
To solve (1) we propose an iteration scheme: 
MBik + MAxk = NBfk-’ + NAxk-i +f, 
Xk(0) =x0, (7a, b) 
where matrices A and B are split as 
A=M,-N,, B=M,-N,. 
We will assume in the rest of this paper that (7b) gives an admissible initial value, meaning that 
the initial value is actually given for a suitable projection of xk. To avoid too complicated 
notation we will, however, not introduce the projection operators but use simply (7b) with this 
special meaning. So initial values are assumed to be consistent if not otherwise stated. Also the 
input function f is assumed to be sufficiently smoooth in the following discussion. 
If MB is invertible the solution of (7) may be written using the operator X : u +P x 
Xk =x-J-’ ++ (8) 
where 
and 
If MB is not invertible we, however, cannot write the solution explicitly unless we first transform 
(7) into a suitable form. Here we take advantage of Kronecker canonical form of M,(d/dt) + MA 
and transform (7) with nonsingular matrices P and Q resulting in 
( f ;,)Q-'ik + ( It1 ;)e'xk 
= PN,QQ-‘ik-’ + PN,QQ-‘xk-’ + Pf. 
Here 
:= PM,Q and := PM,Q. 
H and 1,,i are n, x n,-matrices and I,,, and J are n2 X n,-matrices 
decompose (11) into two equations let us denote 
Q-lx =Y = (VI YZ)=, Pf = (fl f*)=Y Pni’,Q = 
so that the first part contains n, equations 
Hj,k +y: = gBl)ik-’ + EA,yk-’ + fi 
and NBl and NA, are n, x n-matrices. The second part becomes 
J$ + Jy; = &)ik-l + iA,yk-’ + fi. 
(11) 
where n, +n,=n. To 
(=b) 
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The solution can now be given using (5) 
m-1 
i( -d - Yf= C (-l)rH’ NBlx +NAl r=O 
137 
034 
Writing yk =Xyk-i + 4, the iteration operator from (k - l)th iteration to k th iteration consists 
of two parts Xi: P(lR+, cn) I--) C(W+, C”‘) and Yz: C’(IR+, cn) c--) C’(R+, c”,) 
and 
4(t) = 
\ 
Notice that the smoothness requirements are C” for the iterates and C”-’ for the input 
function. Since this must hold for all iterates we are led in the general case to consider iteration 
in the space Cw(lR +, C”). We refer to [7] for the discussion of the reasons why we consider the 
convergence of (7) on an infinite time interval [0, co). The differentiability requirements are 
caused by the “algebraic part” X, and the definition of X, above could actually be Co + Co. 
But the iteration scheme (7) requires the iterates to be at least once differentiable. On the other 
hand, it would certainly be impractical to consider iterating in C” since the numerical ODE 
solvers do not work in such spaces. Actually considering Cm(R +, Q= “) with m > 1 we notice that 
as Xl involves derivatives it can be bounded for arbitrarily high index systems if and only if 
both $A1 and fiBl vanish. For index 1 systems we only need to demand that the latter vanish. 
This means loosely speaking that the iteration of the algebraic part of the system must be 
decoupled from the iteration of the differential part. 
(Al) GBl = 0 for miter > 1, 
(Al) fiAl = 0 for miter 2 2. 
Since the index of the original DAE system (1) and the iterated system (7) need not be the same 
we will denote them morig and miter, respectively. 
It may occur that dynamic iteration gives the exact answer even if the associated operator s, 
is unbounded. The simplest example is the following. 
Example 1. Suppose the original problem is already in KCF with index m 
Wl +Yl =f,. ,‘2 +JY, =hr Y2 (0) = Y20. 
Since this is an uncoupled system we consider only the algebraic subsystem and iterate it using 
the splittings MB = 0, NB = - H, MA = I,,*, NA = 0. The exact solution of the algebraic part is 
m-1 
Y1 = c (- 1)‘H’f:“. 
0 
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Applying dynamic iteration we obtain a difference equation 
k-l 
= . . . = 
0 
where yp is the starting value for the iteration. Since Hk = 0 for k 2 m we conclude that 
dynamic iteration gives the exact solution after m iterations independent of the initial guess. 
Here ,X,u = - H(du/dt) so that -Xi is an unbounded operator. The nilpotency of H simply 
happens to cause the series (I -,X,)-l = CF( - H(d/dt))‘f, to be finite. 
The reader should also notice that the boundedness conditions are stated here for the trans- 
formed matrices and not for the original splitting (7) which would be more desirable. In order to 
do that we would simply have to know the transform matrices P and Q. They can be computed 
numerically, see [6], but analytically the structure of P and Q is known only for some simple 
examples. 
Assumptions (Al) and (A2) allow us to restrict the analysis into C’(Iw +, Q= ”) which is a 
Banach space equipped with a norm 
IIxII = max 
I=l,...,n i ( 
max sup I x;(t) I, 
W+ 
;P l4(d I)). 
+ 
Then the spectral radius formula is also valid and will be used to study the asymptotic 
convergence rate of the iteration. We will call the space just defined X. 
Theorem 1. If det( X B + A) # 0 VRe X >, 0 then .Y is a bounded operator in X if and on,,, if (Al) 
and (A2) hold and 
det(XM,+M,)#O VRe X>O. 04) 
Proof. The equivalence between the boundedness of Y, and conditions (Al) and (A2) is clear so 
that we need only to show the equivalence between the boundedness of .Z, and (14). 
To prove the sufficiency part let us assume (14). Using KCF transform to X MB + MA we 
obtain 
As in Lemma 1 we again conclude that det( XM, + MA) vanishes at exactly the same h as 
det( X1,, + J), that is at the eigenvalues of -J. So assumption (14) implies that eigenvalues of 
-J have negative real parts. Thus eigenvalues of J must have positive real parts and x2 is 
bounded in Co. Because of the linear constant coefficient structure of 3$ it is also bounded in 
C’. For index m = 0 -Wz =a? and it is easy to see that (Al) and (A2) are needed to make .Yl 
bounded if m > 0. 
To prove that the boundedness of -X2 implies (14) let us assume that (14) does not hold but 
there is a A, with Re ho 2 0 such that det( X0 MB + MA) = 0. Again, we conclude that this X0 is 
also an eigenvalue of -J so that X,1,, + J is singular and J has an eigenvalue with nonpositive 
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real part. As J may be assumed to be in Jordan normal form we may write it (g+,f) where J, 
contains the Jordan block associated to X,. 
Let PO be the projection to the subspace where Jo acts. Then the integral part of Z,(U) may 
be written 
J 0 te(“-r)JPo ( fiA2 - JzB2) u(s) ds + /re’“-“J( I - P,,)( & - JEB,) u(s) ds. 0 
The last term is clearly bounded because there only the positive eigenvalues of J are effective. 
The former term is, on the contrary, bounded only if we demand P,, fiA, = P, JGB2. 
To show that det( A, B + A) = 0, a contradiction, we remind that it is equivalent to showing 
that the following determinant vanishes. 
det( P(X,B +A)Q) = det 
i 
X,H + I,,1 - A,&, - &, 
&,I”,, + J - A,&, - EAq ’ 
We will now consider only the lower n2 X n part of the above matrice and write it 
i 
J, + A,I 
0 J +‘A 1 -(r-p~+pd(X,E~~+fi,) 0 0 
J++X,I- C, -C, 
= 
0 Jo + X,I 
- P,( J + A,I)&, 
J,+h,I- C, - C2 = 
(Jo+XoI& (Jo+hoI)C, 
where C,, i = 1 , . . . ,4, indicate some nonempty matrices of the size implied by the above 
equation. The matrix above is singular because Jo + X o I is singular and thus det( ho B + A) = 0 
with Re X0 > 0. This is a contradiction and closes the proof of the necessity of condition (14). 
0 
Theorem 2. Let us assume (6) for the original system. If (Al), (A2) and (14) hold then the spectral 
radius of .Y is 
(15) 
Proof. The spectral radius of Z is the smallest such p for which 1 X 1 > p implies X -Z has a 
bounded inverse in X. 
(X-Z)u=g, gEX, 
may be written 
m--l 
Xu, - c (-1)‘H’ 
0 
Au* - zB,u - ~‘e(‘-‘)-‘(fiA, - JEe,,)u(s) ds = g,, 
064 
(16b) 
where ur and g, are the n, first components of u and g etc. 
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If m > 2 we may differentiate (16) and obtain 
Ali, - y(-lyH’pBl~ +IjA1jU(~+l)=gl, 
0 
xl.& - i&zi + X Ju, - $A+ = g2 + Jg2, 
where (16b) was used in the latter equation. If the former equation is multiplied by H and added 
to (16a) remembering that H” = 0 we have 
Now our 
XHti, -ii&i + Au, - &,u = H& + g,. 
system of equations is in the form 
((“OF &) -WQ)fi+ (iA;' ,oJ) -WQj. 
If we have a differential equation system (m = 0) then we can obtain (15) without KCF 
transform studying the operator given by (9). Also, if we have an index 1 DAE system then 
H = 0 and (17) results simply by writing (16a) 
XHti, - ii&i + Au, - &,u = g,. 
At this point we observe that K(z) := (zMB + MA)-l( zN, + NA) is similar to 
I?(,):= (LHo+I O j-l(zlGB+iqJ 
ZI + J 
since J?(z) = Q-‘K( z)Q with Q nonsingular. In particular 
(14) * det 
zH+I 0 
0 ZJ + J 
=det(zl+J)#O VRez>O 
and K(z) and k(z) have the same eigenvalues. 
Let us now return to study (17). For m > 2 (Al) and (A2) imply that the first subsystem 
reduces to 
XHic,+Xu,=H&+g, a Xu,=g, 
because of the structure of H. Further, the other subsystem is an ODE system assuming that 
X ~5 u( $B,,). Then (17) has index 1 and the right hand side is smooth enough so that Lemma 1 
can be applied. According to the remark after it (17) has exponentially stable solutions at least if 
(18) 
For m = 1 using (Al) the first subsystem of (17) reduces to 
xu, - iii&u = g, 
and (17) has index one if X @ (r(($‘)) w c can be verified for example by using the reduction hi h 
techniques of Section 5. Hence (18) guarantees again bounded solutions. For index m = 0 (17) 
has only the second subsystem which is an ODE system if X @ a( EB) and we end up in (18). The 
extra assumptions made for X at this point will be discussed in the end of this proof. 
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The determinant in (18) can further be written 
0 
ZI + J 
-(z&+&) 
(zH+I)-’ 0 
0 (zI+ J)-’ 
because the inverse matrix exists for all z E C +. As the first term is nonzero for z E C + we 
consider only the last term. It vanishes exactly when X is an eigenvalue of the matrix f(z), or 
equivalently of (zMB + MA)-l( zN~ + NA). So the condition (18) is fulfilled when X is such that 
Thus we have found an upper bound for the spectral radius of X. Since K(z) is analytic in the 
right half plane and its eigenvalues are analytic almost everywhere in C + Maximum Principle 
implies that the maximum above is reached on the boundary which consists of the imaginary 
axis. 
To see that the bound also equals p( ,X) suppose that h, is an eigenvalue of K(z) := ( zMg + 
MA)-l( zN, + NA) for some z0 with positive real part. Then 
det((h,M, - N,)z, + X,M, - NA) = 0 
and using the same arguments as in Lemma 2 equation (17) would have an exponentially 
growing solution. Since the eigenvalues are continuous functions of z the spectral radius cannot 
be smaller than the one obtained. 
It can be verified that 
are less or equal than max... ~ Op( K( z)) f or index 0, 1 and m z 2 systems, respectively. Thus the 
extra assumptions made during the proof are not restrictive. 0 
A few remarks about (15) should be noted. First, if MB = I and NB = 0 it reduces to the case 
considered in [7]. Secondly, assuming MB invertible the condition (14) is equal to saying that all 
eigenvalues of M; ‘MA have nonnegative real parts. Finally, K(0) = MAINA is the iteration 
matrix of the algebraic system corresponding to i = 0 in (7a). Another limit is lim, _ ,K( z) = 
MilNB. 
We have already talked about dynamic iteration which is determined by the splittings 
A := MA - NA and B := MB - NB. By convergence of dynamic iteration we mean the following: 
Definition. The dynamic iteration converges if (Al), (A2) and (14) hold, (i.e. X is bounded), and 
rn=a;p((i.$M, + MA)-‘(i<NB + N,)) -C 1. 
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4. How to split a DAE system for dynamic iteration 
We begin with two lemmas telling how a DAE system should not be split. Intuitively, it is 
clear that if B in (1) is singular and thus the index of nilpotency of (1) is nonzero, then MB in the 
dynamic iteration must be chosen singular, too, otherwise (7) would be solvable for all initial 
values unlike (1). 
Lemma 3. If B in (1) is singular and MB in the dynamic iteration is chosen nonsingular then 
p(T) 2 1. 
Proof. If B is singular then det B = 0. Splitting B we obtain 
detB = det(M, - N,) = detM, det( I - M;‘N,) 
since the assumption implies that M;i exists and det MB # 0. The singularity of B implies 
det(l-M;‘N,) =0 
so that 1 is an eigenvalue of MilNg. Thus lim,,,p( K(z)) 2 1 and p(X) >, 1. •I 
Lemma 4. If B in (1) is nonsingular and MB in dynamic iteration is chosen singular then X is not 
bounded. 
Proof. The assumption is equivalent to assuming B is of full rank. If a matrix is multiplied with a 
nonsingular matrix its rank is preserved. So the following are also full rank matrices 
Since H is nilpotent it cannot be of full rank, thus fiB1 is necessarily nonzero. As miter > 1 X is 
not bounded according to Theorem 1. 
To generalize the contents of the preceding lemmas, one would expect that the nilpotent 
structure of the original matrix pencil should be preserved in the splitting to assure convergence 
to the right solution. We will assume that the number of state variables does not change when the 
system is split for the iteration, in other words the dimension of the differential subsystem (n *) is 
the same in the original and the iterated system. 
Theorem 3. Suppose the number of state variables is the same in the original system and the iterated 
one. If the splitting is chosen in such a way that Hi,,, # H,,, then X1 is unbounded. (Hi,,, and H,,, 
are considered equal if they contain the same Jordan blocks, not necessarily in the same order.) 
Proof. Let P and Q be as in Section 3. In other words, they are nonsingular matrices that 
transform (7) into KCF. Then 
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Let j and Q be those nonsingular matrices that transform the pencil (B, A) into KCF. Define 
P' := PF-' and Q’ := Q-‘Q. Then we obtain equations 
where P' and Q’ are nonsingular. 
We use indirect proof, thus we show that Y, is bounded * Hiter = H,,,. First we recall that 
X1 is bounded if and only if (Al) and (A2) hold. We will use the matrix equations (20) and (21) 
to prove this assertion, so define 
(21) 
where the size of the matrix blocks is obvious. We write down the matrix equations correspond- 
ing to the upper block row of both (20) and (21). 
f’,,lHotigQ,, + J’,,Q,, = Hiter - ‘B11, P-2) 
WLi,Q,, + PnQz = 0 - &I, 7 (23) 
PuQn + 4JmigQ~~ = I- lsIkll> (24 
f’,,Q,, + 4dixigQz = 0 - %w (25) 
Consider first index one system miter = 1. Then (Al) gives fiBi = iB12 = 0 and furthermore 
Hi,,, = 0. So (22) and (23) give 
Since Q’ is nonsingular det Q’ # 0 and this equation is satisfied iff PI2 = 0 and P,,H,,,, = 0. But 
P' is nonsingular so that det PI, # 0 and we must have H,,, = 0 = Hiter. 
Now let miter 2 2. Then Xi is bounded iff both iA and EB1 vanish. We assume for a while 
that P,, and QZ2 are invertible. The proof of the fact that this must hold for (22)-(25) is 
postponed until the end of this proof. Equation (23) is equivalent to 
Pi2 = -%%,,Q,,Q,-:. 
Insert this into (22) to get 
J’l1Hoti, (Q,, - Q~IQ~~‘Qz~ >= Hit,,. 
In the same way (24) and (25) reduce to 
%(Q,, - Q,,Q,‘Q,,> = 1. 
Together (26) and (27) imply 
pllHOki,pG’ = Hiter 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
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so that Ho,, and Hit_ are similar matrices. Since they both consist of Jordan blocks of the form 
indicated in Section 2 they are actually identical up to a permutation of the blocks 
Let us now turn back to the assumption made: Pi, and Qz2 are invertible. By the theory of 
matrix pencils we know that the nonsingular matrices P’ and Q’ do exist. So, given Hit,__, Ho,, 
and Jo,+, there exist matrices Pl1, P12, Q12, Qzl and Qz2 satisfying (22)-(25) (and 4 other matrix 
equations we have not written down here). Without loss of generality we assume that we already 
know P,, and Qz2 and solve for P,, and Qi2 in equations (23) and (25). They may be written 
PnQz - ( -4,Horig) Qu = 0, PI, JOli,QB - (-P,,>Q,, = 0. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for unique solution of this problem are given in [2, Theorem 
41. The two conditions are: 
(i) Matrix pencils Qz2 - X JorigQ12 and Pl,Ho,, - X P,, are regular. 
(ii) The spectra of these two matrix pencils do not intersect. 
We recall that matrix pencil is regular if (2) holds, i.e. 
det( Qz2 - X J,,,Q,,) = det Qz2 det( I- X Jo,+,) f 0 
and 
det P,, det( Ho,, - AI) f 0. 
This implies that the regularity condition (i) is satisfied iff 
We give an example to show that the converse does not 
that 2, is bounded. 
Q22 and P,, are nonsingular. 0 
hold, i.e. Hiter = Horig does not imply 
Example 2. Let the initial-value problem to be solved be in KCF 
(; gi+i:, (j)x=f, x(0)=x,. 
Let us apply the splitting 
where X # 0 is an n, X n *-matrix. It is easy to find the matrices P and Q which transform the 
pencil (M,, MA) into KCF, namely 
P=(i -F) and Q=I. 
In KCF we have 
thus fiB, # 0 and GA, # 0 so that Z, is not bounded. 
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5. Reducing a DAE system into an ODE system 
For constant coefficient linear DAE systems it is simple to transform the original system into 
a pure differential equation system. This might be preferred if the problem is intended to be 
solved numerically with an ODE solver that may not work for DAE systems. We want to show 
that the convergence rate of dynamic iteration is not affected whether we iterate a DAE system 
or an equivalent ODE one. 
The technique to reduce a DAE system into an ODE system is described in [4]. For our model 
problem (1) it first checks if B is nonsingular and we already have an ODE system. If 
singular equation (la) is premultiplied with some nonsingular matrix P to create as many 
rows into PB as possible. Then we have 
B is 
zero 
and a new linear system is obtained after differentiating the lower subsystem 
Again, check if the coefficient matrix of i is nonsingular, if not repeat these reduction steps. The 
initial conditions for the new state variables (x2) are determined by A,x,(O) =f;(O) as the 
algorithm indicates. This reduction algorithm gives an ODE system after exactly m (index) 
reduction steps if the DAE system is solvable (condition (2)) [ll]. 
As we have learned in Section 3 convergence rate of dynamic iteration is studied from the 
symbol K(z) of the kernel of the iteration operator X. We start from the KCF of the iteration 
scheme (12) and notice that the convergence rate is determined by 
K,,,(z) = (zH(y O 
zl + J 
)-‘(EBz+ljh) 
/ m-l \ 
c ( --Hz)i~Al 
= 
, (zI+;)-1(@B2z + &J, ’ 
since (zH + I)-’ = C;;l-‘( -Hz)’ and by (Al) we neglect GB1. If the reduction algorithm is 
applied to (12) the ODE system we end up with will be 
with the initial conditions 
(ti&-l(0) +fl(0) if m = 1, 
(29) 
y:(o) = m-1 
i 
C (-H)‘f,“‘(O) if m > 1. 
0 
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The symbol K,,, (z) associated to the iteration (29) is given by 
’ m-l 
- 
K,,,(z) = (“0’ zIo,,)-’ ; ww!az +44w’ 
\ &z + EA2 1 
Similarly one can check that performing one reduction step, i.e. reducing index by one, does also 
leave K,,,(z) unchanged. 
The result is not restricted by the assumption that we applied reduction algorithm to a system 
in KCF, since K(z) = ( MBz + MA)-l( NBz + NA) has the same eigenvalues as K,,,(z) above. 
This is due to the fact that K,,,(z) = Q’K( z) Q for a nonsingular matrix Q. 
Theorem 4. Suppose we use dynamic iteration (7) to solve the DAE system (1). If the reduction 
algorithm is applied to (7) then the resulting iteration scheme has the same convergence rate as (7) 
has. 
Remark. This result implies that for linear constant coefficient DAE systems dynamic iteration 
can always be performed with an ODE system giving the same solution and the same 
convergence rate as the DAE system (7). 
6. Some convergence results 
We first assume that B and A in (1) are positive definite Hermitian matrices. This means also 
that (1) is an ODE system since B must be nonsingular. Thus our first convergence result is 
applicable for constant coefficient linear ODE systems. Positive definite assumption can, of 
course, be replaced by negative definite by multiplying (1) with - 1. 
Theorem 5. Suppose A and B are positive (negative) definite Hermitian matrices. Suppose the 
splittings A = MA - NA and B = MB - NB are chosen such that MA and MB are also positive 
(negative) definite Hermitian matrices. Then dynamic iteration converges iff both 2M, - A and 
2 MB - B are positive (negative) definite. 
Proof. We prove the theorem with the positive definite assumptions. The iteration matrix is 
K(t) = (zM, + M,)-‘(zN,+ N,). 
In order to study the eigenvalues X of K we write the associated eigenvalue problem 
( zN, + N,)x = X( zMg + M&x, XEC”, ZEC, 
which, multiplied by x *, becomes 
z(NBx, x) + (NAx, x) =Xz(MBx, x) +h(M,x, x). (30) 
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Because all the matrices above are Hermitian the quadratic forms are all real. After normalizing 
x such that (x, x) = 1 we introduce shorter notation 
(M,x, 4 = mA> (N,x, 4 = nA, 
(MBxY x, = mB, (NBxY x> = nBY 
where mA, mB, nA, nB are real and, furthermore, mA and mB are positive because of positive 
definiteness of MA and MB. They are, however, not constant but depend on z since the 
eigenvector x depends on z. If the complex variable z is written in the form z = 77 + it, 77 > 0, we 
can solve for X = a + ip from the equation (30) by first solving for CY and p in 
i 
v7n, + nA = qm, - Ptrn, + amA, 
tnB = drnB + khrnB + pm,. 
We have 
Ix12=a2+p2= (vB + nA)2 +nit2 
(vmB + mA>2 + mi<2 
where 77 >, 0 and mA and mB are positive. 
We want to find conditions for 
sup lXl<l. 
Rez>O 
To do this we first note that (31) implies 
!i% Ix1 = InB/mBl and I X I ll+o = I nA/mA I. 
(31) 
(32) 
Actually we will first show that the two conditions 
(i) I nB/mB 1 < ‘? 
(ii) I nA/mA I < 1. 
are equivalent with (32). 
We need to consider only the imaginary axis so that 77 = 0. Because of the two limits for 1 A I 
(32) clearly implies (i) and (ii). On the other hand, (31) can be written 
and (i) and (ii) imply 
lW2< = 1. 
++A.$2 
mB mA 
++-li_d2 
mB mA 
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It is now easy to see that (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the conditions stated in the theorem. 
(9 * IGY!3X> 4 I < WBX> 4 I 
* I(M,x, 4 - (% 4 I < I(&3x, 4 I 
* -(h&x, x) + (Bx, x) < (A&x, x) 
a ((24 - B)x, x) > 0. 
Similarly, 
(4 = ((2M, 4)x, x) > 0 
and we have proved that (i) and (ii) are equivalent to demanding that 2M, - A and 2M, - B are 
positive definite. This finishes the proof since the negative definite case is contained in the proof 
in the way that it is obtained by multiplying the original equation Bi + Ax =f by - 1. Notice 
the similarity between this result and the corresponding result from the theory of iterative 
methods for linear algebraic equations, see for instance [5]. q 
In order to generalize this result to DAE systems we will allow B be positive semidefinite 
Hermitian. With the symmetry assumptions to B and A it seems impossible to have a high index 
DAE system, so we consider only the index 1 case. By studying the KCF of the iteration 
equation one sees that (Al) holds if we require Ker MB = Ker B. If in the preceding theorem MB 
is also assumed positive semidefinite Hermitian it implies that mB = ( MBx, x) 2 0 and from (31) 
we see that the eigenvalues h are bounded as [ -+ cc only if n, = 0 whenever mB = 0, or 
equivalently, 
(iii) ( MBx, x) = 0 q (Bx, x) = 0. 
For symmetric matrices this condition actually can be stated as Ker MB c Ker B and it is 
implied by Ker MB = Ker B. To summarize we have shown that for x @ Ker MB (i) and (ii) ar 
equivalent to (32) and for x E Ker MB (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to (32). 
Theorem 6. Suppose (la) has index 1, A and B are Hermitian matrices, A is positive (negative) 
definite and B is positive (negative) semidefinite. Suppose the splittings are chosen such that Ker 
MB = Ker B, MA is positive (negative) definite and M, positive (negative) semidefinite and both 
Hermitian. The dynamic iteration converges iff 2 MA - A is positive (negative) definite and 
((2M, - B)x, x) > 0 for x 6C Ker MB. 
The conditions (iii) and (i) above are satisfied trivially when MB = B. 
In the rest of this section we suppose that B in our model problem 
Bi+Ax=f, x(0)=x, 
is diagonal. We give first a convergence result for an iteration where only A is splitted, that is 
M, = B and NB = 0 in (7). We will assume here that B > 0 and the diagonal of A D > 0. Here 
A = II - L - U where L and U and lower and upper triangular matrices. Of course, if B > 0 the 
model problem can be multiplied by B-’ and the convergence results of [7] are valid when A is 
substituted by B-IA in them. So we are interested only in the case when at least one diagonal 
element of B is zero. In other words we have an index 1 DAE system. 
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We recall the definition of consistently ordered matrices and the results we obtained in [7]. 
Also B > 0 means that each element of the matrix is real and nonnegative. As a corollary of 
Theorem 4.3 in [7] we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. Suppose B > 0 is diagonal and A is a real symmetric positive definite consistently 
ordered matrix. Suppose B is not splitted at all, MB = B and apply SOR to A, 
MA = ‘D - L, NA = 
1-W 
-D+U 
w w 
and 0 < w -C 2. Then 
PW) G 
8( w - 1)’ 
8(w - 1) - (a~)~ 
for w > wd. 
Here I_L = p( D-‘( L + U)) and wd = $(2 - @Y&L2. 
This is proved by writing zB instead 
obtained after maximizing with respect 
not change p(X). 
of zl in the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [7]. Since p(Y) is 
to z in C,, multiplying z with a positive constant does 
Also some convergence results for H-matrices are valid when B is diagonal. We refer to [l] or 
[7] for the definition of M-matrix, comparison matrix and H-matrix and give only the results 
which are analoque of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in [7]. 
Theorem 8. Suppose B >, 0 is diagonal, A is an H-matrix with D > 0 and its comparison matrix 
&Y(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. If A and B are splitted using the JOR method, that is 
MB= ‘B, 
w 
NB = l-wB, 
w 
MA = 1D, 
0 
NA = 
1-O 
-D+L+U. 
w 
Then dynamic iteration method converges whenever 
2 
OCoC l+p(IJ(O)I)’ 
Here J(0) = D-‘(L + U). 
Theorem 9. Suppose B 2 0 is diagonal, A is an H-matrix with D > 0 and its comparison matrix 
X(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. If B is splitted using JOR and A using SOR with the same 
relaxation parameter, 
MB= IS, 
w 
NB= l-w& 
w 
M,=lo-L, N = l-OD+U. 
w A w 
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then dynamic iteration method converges whenever 
2 
OCwC l+p(IJ(o)I)’ 
Proof. We only need to modify the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [7]. Here K(z) = M;‘N, where 
M,=+I+rB)-L, N, = +D+rB)+ u. 
We define 
&=$I+zBI+,, w $ = Il-WI ID+zBI+IUI, 
A,=&-ii+ I- ‘l-O’ ,,izB,JL,-,U,. w 
Following the proof just mentioned we show that A?w - $a is a regular splitting for each z with 
Re z > 0. Then we further show that A”;’ > 0 VRe z 2 0 iff 
p(‘D+zB’-‘(‘L’+‘U’))< 7-‘;--w’ VRe z>,O. 
But JB( z) := 1 D + zB I-‘( 1 L I+ 1 U I) = 1 I + zD-‘B 1-l 1 J(0) 1 and all the elements of the diago- 
nal matrix 1 I + zD-‘B ( -’ are G 1. Then 
p(J,(z))~p(]J(O)])<l VRez>O. (37) 
For the first inequality see [l, p. 271, the second is true because A is an H-matrix. Thus (36) is 
satisfied for all o G 1 and with w > 1 it becomes 
2 
wC l+p(.Ie(z)) vRezaoO. 
From (37) we deduce that this is equivalent to the condition 
The rest of the proof goes just like in [7]. 0 
Theorem 8 has a similar proof. Note that it is essential only to demand that B and D have the 
“same sign” as in Theorems 5 and 6. 
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